
The Definitive Guide on Lead Generation 
  

Executive Summary 

  

Lead generation is the process of attracting people who have never heard of your company and then 

converting them into leads that are interested in what you are selling. It is a crucial part of the sales 

process. Without lead generation, a company’s sales team would have no potential buyers that could be 

converted into customers. 

  

The main challenges companies face when looking to generate leads include finding the right offer, 

having enough employees to support lead generation, quantifying lead generation efforts, and finding 

multiple lead sources. 

  

Due to the previously mentioned challenges, companies often resolve to buying leads. This frequently 

turns out to be a poor investment since purchased leads are rarely interested in the products or services of 

a company which they have never heard of before. 

  

Before attempting to generate leads, companies should focus on creating detailed buyer personas, 

establishing goals and key metrics, and perfecting their landing page. This will allow them to maximise 

the results of their lead generation campaign. 

  

While there are numerous ways of generating leads, this guide will focus on those that have proven to be 

the most effective: content, social media, and email marketing. 

  

When it comes to generating leads with content, companies should focus on creating high-quality, in-

depth content that addresses the challenges and pain points of their target audience. This will allow them 

to develop thought leadership and create a more meaningful relationship with their audience, both of 

which will aid the process of lead generation. 

  

For best results, content should be combined with lead magnets - gated content that is designed to entice 

visitors into providing their contact details in exchange for exclusive content. Some of the most effective 

types of lead magnets include blog post summaries, ebooks, webinars, and infographics. Companies will 

need to choose the most suitable lead magnet for every piece of content on a case-by-case basis. 

  

To maximise exposure of content in search engines, it is crucial to perform search engine optimization of 

all the produced content by creating optimized titles, meta descriptions, URLs, as well as optimizing the 

main body of text that constitutes each content piece. 

  

Companies that want to add another source of leads to their lead generation efforts should take a look at 

social media networks and determine which social platforms are frequented by their target audience. 



  

The main lead generation strategies that companies can employ on social media networks such as 

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn include promoting gated content, social listening and 

monitoring, organising contests, and promoting special offers. Each of the previously mentioned social 

networks has its own intricacies which open up possibilities for using additional lead generation 

strategies. 

  

While focusing on content and social media lead generation, companies are also advised to include email 

marketing into the mix, considering that it is the most effective form of marketing and has been proven to 

provide a higher ROI than all other types of marketing. 

  

The main email marketing lead generation strategies that companies have at their disposal include 

offering informative newsletters, generating leads with cold email, and sending drip campaigns. 

  

  



What is lead generation 

  

Lead generation is the process of attracting people who have never heard of your company and then 

converting them into leads that are interested in what you are selling. 

  

In a perfect world, these prospects would show interest in your company by providing their contact 

information such as an email address or a phone number, and then be nurtured throughout your sales 

funnel until they become a customer. 

  

Lead generation is performed with the intention of filling up a company’s sales pipeline. Without lead 

generation, your sales team wouldn not have potential buyers to which they could sell your company’s 

offering. 

  

Considering how important lead generation is, it is surprising that as much as 68% of B2B companies are 

having difficulties with lead generation, with only 13% stating that their lead generation efforts are 

successful. (Marketing Insider Group) 

  

It’s crucial to understand that lead generation is not simply about generating as many leads as possible, 

but rather generating quality leads that can be nurtured into becoming satisfied, long-term customers. 

  

There are four main stages in which a lead can be in: 

  

● New: A new lead is someone who has visited your website or downloaded your ebook and left 

their email address. 

  

● Active: Leads with whom you are having conversations are known as active leads. These are 

leads who have already signed up to your email list or are following you on social media. 

  

● Nurtured: A nurtured lead might not be ready to do business with your company right now but is 

interested in what you have to offer. You keep nurtured leads interested by sending them valuable 

content such as newsletters, guides, or videos, as well as inviting them to your webinars. 

  

● Qualified: A lead that has shown interest in your products or services and is ready to do business 

with your company is called a qualified lead. 

  

When it comes to lead generation methods, two distinct categories need to be noted: outbound and 

inbound lead generation. 

  

https://marketinginsidergroup.com/content-marketing/50-must-know-statistics-improve-lead-generation-strategy/
https://marketinginsidergroup.com/content-marketing/50-must-know-statistics-improve-lead-generation-strategy/


Outbound lead generation, sometimes referred to as “interruption marketing”, involves interrupting what 

a person is currently doing with the hope of getting their attention. Outbound lead generation includes 

methods such as TV, radio, and print ads, billboards, flyers, website pop-ups, and cold calling. 

  

Inbound lead generation, on the other hand, relies on attracting prospects’ attention organically. Modern 

lead generation relies heavily on inbound methods of generating leads through digital channels such as 

email, social media, and online content.  These will be the main focus of this guide. 

 

 
Source: hubspot.com 

Lead generation challenges 

  

As mentioned in the previous section, most companies struggle with lead generation. To understand why 

this happens, let us look at some of the most common reasons that companies cite are causing their lead 

generation difficulties. 

  

Finding the right offer 

  

The number one thing that companies are struggling with when it comes to lead generation is finding the 

right offer that will get the leads’ attention.  

 

To be able to come up with the right offer for their potential prospects, companies need to have a deep 

understanding of their target audience, including demographics, pain points, challenges, goals, and 

preferences. Once you gain an in-depth understanding of your target audience, you will be able to create 

an offer that leads will find irresistible. 

  



Having a team that is large enough to generate a substantial number of leads 

  

Manual methods of lead generation require a large team in order to produce lots of leads. This is why it is 

crucial for companies to work on automating their lead generation. Compared to manual lead generation, 

automated lead generation methods will allow companies to generate more leads with a significantly 

smaller investment of time and money. 

  

Measuring lead generation efforts 

  

Many companies struggle with properly measuring the success of their lead generation efforts, which 

stops them from improving the way they generate leads and getting better results. Key metrics that 

companies should be tracking to quantify and improve their lead generation efforts include: 

  

Click-through rate (CTR) - CTR is used to measure the effectiveness of your call-to-action (CTA) and 

is calculated by dividing the total number of clicks with the total number of visitors. 

  

Conversion rate - Helps to understand how many visitors are completing the desired action (such as 

downloading an ebook or filling out a form). Conversion rate is calculated by dividing the number of 

conversions with the total number of visitors. 

  

When it comes to lead generation, companies should measure their visitor-to-lead, lead-to-opportunity, 

and opportunity-to-close conversion rates. 

  

Time to conversion - How long it takes for a visitor to turn into a verified lead. 

  

Cost-per-lead - Represents how much money or time you spend acquiring a lead, and is calculated by 

dividing the total amount of money or time invested in capturing leads with the total number of captured 

leads. 

  

Finding multiple lead sources 

  

Many companies make the mistake of focusing on generating leads from a single source. This is quite a 

risky strategy that often ends up causing issues when companies realise that their source of leads was not 

as reliable and sustainable as they thought it was. 

  

A good example of an unreliable source of leads is Facebook. A lot of companies spent huge amounts of 

time and money building their Facebook page following for years, only to have Facebook reduce the 

average organic reach of posts and force companies to rely on boosting and advertising their posts 

instead. 



Why you should not buy leads 

  

Companies with an empty sales pipeline might be tempted to buy leads. However, this is probably the 

worst way to invest your money if you are looking to get high-quality, qualified leads. 

  

Purchased leads have no idea who you are and what your company does. They did not opt in to receive 

messages from you, and anything you send them will most likely be seen as intrusive, annoying, and 

unwanted. 

  

Contacting leads from a purchased list can ruin the reputation of your company, and worsen your chances 

of converting legitimate leads. 

What you need to consider before attempting to generate leads 

  

You will need to do some preparation before you start generating leads. This will ensure that your lead 

generation campaign is as successful as possible. First, you will need to make sure your buyer personas 

are on point and that you understand who your target audience is. You will also need to decide on goals 

and perfect your landing page. 

Buyer personas 

  

Companies often fall into the trap of trying to attract as many people as possible instead of focusing on 

generating quality leads. To be able to generate high-quality leads that are truly interested in what you 

have to offer and that have a high chance of converting, you will need to create detailed buyer personas. 

  

While developing detailed buyer personas is beyond the scope of this guide, let us just say that stating that 

“small business owners” are your target audience is not detailed enough. You need to consider your target 

audience’s demographics, pain points, challenges, and most importantly, their primary and secondary 

goals. 

Goals and key metrics 

  

To ensure that your lead generation campaign will be successful, you will need to set specific goals you 

want to achieve, as well as key metrics you are going to use to measure your campaign’s success. 

Your landing page 

  

Before you start your lead generation campaign, you should work on perfecting your landing page to be 

able to convert as many visitors to leads as possible. 



  

Focus on having a clean design and a highly visible call-to-action that allows visitors to quickly 

understand what action they need to take once they land on the page. A lot of your visitors will be coming 

from smartphones and tablets, so make sure to optimize your landing page for mobile devices. 

 

Source: bigmarlin.group 

  

When it comes to forms, you will need to find a balance between requesting too little information and 

leaving your sales team with not much to work with, and requesting too much information and having 

many visitors give up before completing and submitting the entire form. 

How to generate leads 

  



There are plenty of different ways companies can generate leads. The effectiveness of any particular lead 

generation strategy will depend on its suitability for a particular company and industry, as well as the way 

it is executed. 

  

This guide focuses on discussing the ways of generating leads with the help of content, social media 

marketing, and email marketing. 

Content 

  

Content is the foundation of every lead generation campaign, and it is crucial that we discuss how it fits 

into lead generation before moving on to other methods  No matter which method of lead generation you 

opt for, you will always be using content in one way or another. 

  

How to generate leads with content 

  

In this section, we are going to talk about what constitutes great content, how you can use lead magnets to 

improve your lead generation results, as well as discuss some lesser known strategies for generating leads 

with content. 

  

Finally, we will show you how to optimize your content for search engines so that you will be able to 

maximise the number of traffic and leads you generate organically. 

Produce high-quality, in-depth content 

  

If you are looking to attract leads with content, regular, low-effort content will not be of much help. You 

will need to focus on producing high-quality, in-depth content that answers your audience’s questions and 

addresses their pain points instead. 

  

This type of content will delight your audience and help you build deeper, more meaningful relationships 

with your leads and prospects. Apart from attracting leads, producing high-quality content on a regular 

basis will help to establish your company as an authority and thought leader in your industry. 

  

This will allow you to become the go-to place for information on topics related to your industry and 

enable you to convert visitors and leads in a quicker and more efficient manner. 

  

When producing content, you will need to consider at which stage of the sales funnel your audience 

currently is. If a visitor has just discovered that they have a problem that needs to be solved, it makes little 

sense to try to sell them your solution straight away. 

  



You need to educate your visitors first (top of the funnel), and then slowly guide them towards weighing 

different solutions and understanding why yours is the best (middle of the funnel) before getting them to 

finally do business with you (bottom of the funnel). 

  

Your content production will need to be consistent, and your content output predictable. To achieve this, 

you will need to create a content plan that will outline why you are creating content, for whom you are 

creating it, how often you will publish content, and what you’d like to accomplish. 

Use lead magnets 

  

Publishing high-quality content will attract visitors to your website, but you will need something more to 

make them give you their contact details and convert into leads. Companies that regularly fill their sales 

pipeline with the help of content understand the importance of using lead magnets. 

  

A lead magnet is something that you can offer to visitors in exchange for their contact details. Using a 

lead magnet can substantially improve your visitor-to-lead conversion rate, especially if your lead magnet 

is something that your target audience considers highly valuable. 

  

Most commonly used lead magnets include blog post summaries, ebooks, webinars, and infographics. 

  

Blog post summaries 

  

Suited for pairing with long, in-depth blog posts, blog post summaries are a quick and easy way to offer 

something extra to your visitors. While not everyone will have the time to sit and read through your entire 

blog post, they will certainly appreciate having a summarised PDF version that they can download and 

then read at their own convenience. 

  

Ebooks 

  

Some topics require extensive research and deserve to be covered in full detail. While there are certainly 

some extremely long, 10,000-word blog posts out there, real long-form content should be reserved for 

ebooks. 

 



Source: upviral.com 

  

Highly-researched, informative ebooks will be considered very valuable by most visitors, making this 

type of lead magnet one of the best-converting ones out there. The downside to using ebooks as lead 

magnets is that they usually require a greater investment of time and money compared to other types of 

lead magnets. 

  

Webinars 

  

Webinars are among the most effective types of lead magnets in existence, especially if they contain 

exclusive or highly sought-after information. Visitors who are eager to learn more on topics related to 

your industry will be keen to gain access to your webinars. 

 



  

Infographics 

  

Infographics are great for helping people understand and memorise large amounts of information. They 

are perfect for presenting information that would usually be considered very dry and monotonous, such as 

results of studies and different types of research. 

  

If you can curate useful data and present it in an interesting and visually appealing way in the form of an 

infographic, your website visitors will be happy to hand over their email address to access it. 

  

Which type of lead magnet you should create depends on the nature of the specific content piece you are 

using to promote the lead magnet, as well as the stage of the buyer’s journey at which the audience for 

that particular piece currently is. 

  



Create case studies 

  

Case studies are some of the most valuable types of content you can create. Not only do they help you 

attract leads, but they also showcase the results you have generated for your customers and help you build 

trust and authority in the eyes of your visitors and leads. 

  

Case studies are easy and very affordable to create so there is no reason why your company should not be 

making them. Simply contact a few of your happiest customers and ask them if they would like to 

participate in a case study. 

  

Ask customers about the experience they have had working with your company and present their answers 

and the results you have generated for them in a fun and visually appealing way. 

Generate leads from the comment section 

  

You are surely interacting with your audience and replying to their comments in the comment section of 

your blog posts. Why not use that opportunity to convert them into leads? Link to a relevant lead magnet 

page where visitors can leave their contact details in exchange for more information. 

  

Add a Hello Bar to your website 

  

A Hello Bar is a bar that sits at the top of the page on your website and usually lets visitors know about a 

special offer or piece of content that might interest them. 

  

Using a Hello Bar that stands out from the rest of your website (e.g., by being in a contrasting colour) is a 

great way to catch visitor’s attention and direct them to your lead magnet or landing page where you will 

be able to collect their contact details. 

  

Take advantage of popups 

  

Popups are somewhat notorious for being intrusive and annoying. However, this is only true for popups 

that promote offers that are of no interest to visitors. If you use popups to direct your visitors’ attention to 

an offer that they consider valuable (such as a free ebook download), they will not mind the interruption. 

 



Source: socialtriggers.com 

  

Do not forget CTAs 

  

A CTA (call-to-action) tells visitors what action they need to take once they arrive at your landing page. 

To increase the number of visitors that convert into leads, you should strive to make your CTA stand out 

by making it bigger or different in colour from the other elements on the page. 

  

For best results, use active language and try to evoke a sense of urgency in your visitors to ensure that 

they will complete the desired action. 

  

Optimize your content for search engines 

  



Since you will be putting so much effort into creating high-quality content, it would be foolish not to give 

it the best chance of generating as much traffic and leads as possible. To do this, you will need to 

optimize all your content for search engines. 

 

Source: optinmonster.com 

  

When it comes to onsite search engine optimization, you will want to focus on the following elements: 

  

Title 

  

The title of your blog post should contain the primary keyword you are targeting while staying under 60 

characters. Keeping your title under 60 characters will ensure that it will be displayed in its entirety in 

Google’s search results. 

  

Meta description 

  



The meta description is the text that appears below the title of your page in the search results. It helps 

both users and search engines understand what your page is about. Try to include your primary keyword 

and one or two secondary keywords that you are trying to rank for in the meta description, but only if it’s 

possible to do so while keeping the description natural-sounding. 

  

Consider adding a call-to-action at the end of the description to improve your overall click-through rate. 

Google’s maximum character limit for meta descriptions is currently set at 320 characters so make sure to 

keep your description below that limit. 

  

URL 

  

Google takes into account the URL when deciding how to rank a specific page, with the first three to five 

words being given more weight. A few studies also conclude that Google prefers shorter URLs over 

longer ones. (Backlinko) 

  

In general, you should try to include your primary keyword in the URL and avoid using empty words 

such as conjunctions and articles to keep the URL under five words. 

  

Content 

  

By creating high-quality, in-depth, long-form content that solves your audience’s pain points and answers 

their questions, you will already be ahead of most of the competition when it comes to ranking in search 

engines. 

  

To improve your chances of ranking high in Google even further, use the main keyword you are trying to 

rank for in the first 100 and add in a few related keywords to increase the topical relevancy of your 

content. Both of these have been proven to be checked by Google to determine how much a page is 

relevant to a particular search query. (Backlinko) 

  

Use images and videos within your content to improve bounce rate and time spent on site. Link to other 

relevant pages on your website, as well as to other authority websites in your industry. 

  

Since page load speed is also a ranking factor, work on improving the speed of your website by switching 

to a fast hosting provider, compressing images, reducing the amount of JavaScript and CSS you use on 

your website, and utilising a Content Distribution Network (CDN). 

  

Social media 

  

https://backlinko.com/on-page-seo
https://backlinko.com/on-page-seo
https://backlinko.com/on-page-seo
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Buyers are increasingly doing more and more of their research on social media, getting informed on 

products and services through peers and influencers. In the past, companies mostly used social media for 

branding and generating awareness. 

  

In recent years, social media networks have become one of the major sources of leads for both B2C and 

B2B companies, with 68% of businesses stating that they used social media to generate leads in 2018. 

  

Source: albacross.com 

 

For successful social media lead generation, companies should work on building trust and developing a 

relationship with their audience first. This can be done by providing your audience with relevant and 

valuable content and interacting with your followers on a regular basis. 

  

In this section, we will be covering ways you can generate leads on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and 

LinkedIn. To decide which of these networks is the right fit for your company, you will need to do a deep 

analysis of your target audience to understand where they spend most of their time online. 

  

Optimize your social media pages 

  

To have the best chance of generating leads from social media, companies should make sure to optimize 

their social media pages. This includes using high-quality profile and cover photos, filling out all the 

sections for each profile, and giving users multiple points of contact including email addresses and phone 

numbers. 

Social media lead generation strategies 

  

Before talking about lead generation strategies specifically designed for each particular social network, 

we are going to go over the strategies that can reliably generate leads on every social platform. 

  

https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-to-generate-leads-on-social-media/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-to-generate-leads-on-social-media/


You will find out how you can generate leads using existing content, interacting with social media users, 

organising contests, and using special offers and discounts. 

Promote gated content 

  

One of the easiest ways to generate leads from social media is to promote your lead magnets. Let your 

social media followers know about your latest ebook, webinar, or infographic and tell them how they can 

access it. Apart from posting about your lead magnet, you can also place a CTA for it in your bio or 

“About us” section on your social media pages. 

  

Take advantage of social listening and monitoring 

  

Tools such as Mention and Brandwatch allow you to keep track of every mention of your company, 

product, or industry on social media, enabling you to take part in every conversation that is relevant to 

your business. 

  

By participating in social media conversations related to your industry, you will get the chance to share 

your expertise and establish authority as well as point users to your landing page and convert them into 

leads. 

  

An excellent tactic that some companies use is monitoring for mentions of competitors, and then being 

the first to address the issues and concerns of competitors’ customers, positioning themselves as the 

superior alternative. 

  

Organise contests and sweepstakes 

  

Another way to generate leads through social media is to organise contests and sweepstakes. If you decide 

to try this, you will need to make sure to offer prizes that would appeal to your target audience. There is 

no point in offering prizes that are considered valuable by everyone (e.g., a free trip to Hawaii) since it 

will result in lots of irrelevant leads. 

  

When it comes to entry conditions, your best option is to direct users to a dedicated landing page where 

they will need to enter their contact details in order to participate in the contest. 

  

If you are going to be investing in paid promotion of the contest, make sure to target only people that fit 

your buyer personas. Otherwise, you will attract low-quality leads who will end up wasting your sales 

team’s time. 

  

https://mention.com/en/
https://www.brandwatch.com/


Promote special offers 

  

Sharing special offers such as deals and discounts for your products or services is a great way to attract 

people who are interested in what you are offering and generate valuable leads. For best results, put a time 

limit on all your offers to create a sense of urgency and evoke fear of missing out (FOMO), making users 

rush to sign up for your offer as soon as possible. 

  

While offers are an excellent way to generate new leads on social media, you should avoid making them a 

regular occurrence as to not condition your audience to always wait for deals and discounts instead of 

paying the full price for your products or services. 

Facebook 

   

While the organic reach of Facebook posts has decreased considerably in recent years, Facebook is still 

an excellent source of leads. As much as 91% of B2B marketers use Facebook, with 67% considering it 

crucial for social media lead generation. (Social Media Examiner) 

  

To generate a substantial number of leads from Facebook, companies should focus on taking advantage of 

Lead Ads instead of trying to build a following. 

  

Generate leads with Facebook Lead Ads 

  

Facebook Lead Ads are one of the best ways to generate leads on social media. Since Facebook already 

has users’ contact details, these are automatically filled in once a user clicks on an ad, reducing friction 

and allowing companies to convert as many users to leads as possible. 

 

https://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/report/
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Source: paracore.com 

  

You can show Lead Ads to custom audiences, lookalike audiences, as well as users who have previously 

interacted with your content. 

  

Use retargeting 

  

Not everyone who ends up on your landing page will convert. Some of these non-converting visitors were 

simply not interested in what you have to offer. Others might have lacked the time to fill out your opt-in 

form, or simply forgot to do so. 

  

By placing a Facebook Pixel on your website, you can retarget these visitors and show them your offer or 

lead magnet again to give them another chance to turn into leads. 

  

You can retarget visitors who read your blog posts, visit your pricing page or lead magnet landing pages. 

  

Try Facebook Messenger Destination ads 

  

Facebook’s Messenger Destination are displayed in users’ newsfeeds and allow advertisers to send users 

to Facebook Messenger where a conversation thread will open, pre-filled with message prompts to start a 

conversation with the user. 

  



Create an automated conversation that will qualify leads and then have them leave their contact details so 

that your sales team can reach out to them. 

 

Conversation marketing with Facebook Messenger chatbots 

 

The most popular instant messaging apps have over 5B monthly active users. Considering that one of the 
basic principles of marketing is to be where your customers are, it’s not surprising that chatbots have 
become one of the fastest growing trends in lead generation. 
 

A chatbot is software that is designed to communicate with prospects, customers, and leads through 
instant messaging apps such as Facebook Messenger. Chatbots help to reduce friction throughout the 
buyer’s journey by providing immediate answers to questions prospects might have. 
 

While one-on-one conversations with customers throught instant messaging are very effective, they’re 
hard to scale. This is where chatbots come in, allowing marketers to provide a personalized experience to 
customers at scale. 
 

The offer is still crucial in chatbot lead generation. You need to make sure to offer prospects something 
that they will find so valuable that they won’t mind providing you with their contact information in 
exchange for it. 
 

While you can create chatbots for most instant messaging platforms, most are created for Facebook’s 
Messenger platform. Among other things, a Messenger chatbot can be set up to: 
 

 Message users who comment on a post on your Facebook page 
 Drip messages to users who subscribe to your tips or advice 
 Offer personalized product recommendations 

 

You can use Messenger chatbots for a wide variety of other tactics, and these will depend on your specific 
business as well as your imagination. 
  

Experiment with video ads 

  

Video is currently the most popular form of content on Facebook. (Hootsuite) With Facebook’s video ads, 

you can promote a video explaining your products or services, and then add a CTA which users will be 

able to tap to submit their information, with their contact details already pre-filled by Facebook. 

Twitter 

  

While Twitter is not the most popular social network around, its 326 million active monthly users are 

proof that it is far from dead. Twitter has shown to be a great source of leads for B2B companies, with 

over 75% of B2B businesses using Twitter to promote their products and services. (Statista) 

  

https://research.hubspot.com/charts/messaging-apps-have-over-4b-monthly-active-users
https://blog.hootsuite.com/facebook-statistics/
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/259382/social-media-platforms-used-by-b2b-and-b2c-marketers-worldwide/
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Posts on the network, called tweets, can be very effective at influencing buying behaviour, with 40% of 

users stating that they purchased a product after seeing a tweet from an influencer. (Twitter) 

  

There are many ways you can generate leads from Twitter. We are going to discuss our three favourite 

ones, which include using Lead Generation Cards, being active in Twitter chats, and pinning offers to 

your Twitter profile. 

  

Use Twitter Lead Generation Cards 

  

Twitter offers a special type of Twitter card designed for lead generation. The Twitter Lead Generation 

Card allows companies to generate leads directly from Twitter. The card itself consists of a CTA and a 

form which users can fill out and leave their contact details. 

 

Source: 

optinmonster.com 

  

https://business.twitter.com/en/blog/micro-influencers-and-where-to-find-them.html
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This is the most direct way to generate leads from Twitter, and it can produce amazing results, especially 

when combined with a high-value lead magnet such as an ebook. Remember to use appropriate hashtags 

to increase the reach of your tweet when using Lead Generation Cards.  

 

Consider pinning your Lead Generation Card to your Twitter profile to increase its exposure even further. 

  

Join Twitter Chats 

  

Twitter chats are discussions on specific topics which are built around hashtags. Find Twitter chats related 

to your industry and actively participate in them. Being active in industry conversations on Twitter will 

allow you to generate leads directly (by linking to your landing page) and indirectly (by users noticing 

your company and checking it out). 

  

Pin a CTA to the top of your Twitter profile page 

  

Twitter gives you the ability to pin a tweet to the top of your profile page so that you can keep it at the top 

even if you post other tweets later. You can use this feature to pin a tweet containing a CTA to your latest 

offer or lead magnet. 

Instagram 

  

When it comes to the number of users among social networks, with its 1 billion monthly users 

(Hootsuite), Instagram is second only to Facebook. However, its active user base is not the only thing that 

makes it a great target for lead generation campaigns. 

  

As much as 60% of users state that they seek and discover new products on Instagram (Business Insider), 

with 80% of users following at least one business on the platform (Instagram). Out of those that view 

posts from brands they follow, 75% of them go on to take an action such as visiting a website after seeing 

a brand’s Instagram post. (Hootsuite) 

 

In this section, we are going to discuss Instagram-specific strategies that you can use to generate leads for 

your business. 

Take advantage of the bio link 

  

Unlike other social networks, Instagram gives you only one opportunity to share an outbound link, and 

you need to use it. Place a link to your lead magnet or landing page along with a CTA in your bio and 

point users to it when sharing content on Instagram. 

  

https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-statistics/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-statistics/
https://www.businessinsider.com/instagram-rolls-out-shoppable-posts-for-more-merchants-2017-10
https://www.businessinsider.com/instagram-rolls-out-shoppable-posts-for-more-merchants-2017-10
https://business.instagram.com/
https://business.instagram.com/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-statistics/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-statistics/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-statistics/


Use Instagram stories 

  

Instagram stories are a great way to promote your gated content, special offers, or contests. Create an 

attractive and visually appealing Instagram story and use it to funnel users to your landing page where 

you will be able to collect their information and convert them into leads. 

  

Collaborate with influencers 

  

Another way you can use Instagram to generate leads is to find influencers in your industry and reach out 

to them for a collaboration. Ask them to promote one of your offers to their followers in exchange for free 

products, services, or monetary compensation. 

 

You can also arrange an Instagram takeover, where an influencer will take over your company’s 

Instagram account for a day, exposing it to their following. 

  

Use Instagram Live to host Q&A Sessions 

  

Having a live Q&A session on Instagram can be a great way to generate leads. Let users ask questions 

about your products or services, or set a specific industry topic that you will be discussing during the live 

session. 

  

The great thing about Instagram Live is that all your followers will get a notification that you are 

currently streaming, increasing the number of users who will join your Q&A session. 

  

Helping and educating your audience through these live sessions will allow your company to generate 

valuable leads on a regular basis. 

  

You can also use Instagram Live to announce new products, services, and contests. 

  

LinkedIn 

  

We decided to save the best for last. With 500 million users (Business Insider), LinkedIn is the most 

popular social media network for professionals. It is the most used social media network by Fortune 500 

companies. 61 million of its users are senior-level influencers, while 40 million occupy decision-making 

positions in their companies (LinkedIn). 

 

Additionally, 91% of marketing executives state that LinkedIn is their number one place to find content. 

There's a big opportunity for reaching leads with content on LinkedIn since only 6% of last year's 10,000 

most shared articles were shared by actual influencers. 

https://www.businessinsider.com/linkedin-reaches-a-half-billion-users-2017-4
https://www.businessinsider.com/linkedin-reaches-a-half-billion-users-2017-4
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/blog/linkedin-b2b-marketing/2016/get-proof--the-case-for-b2b-marketing-on-linkedin--infographic-
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/blog/linkedin-b2b-marketing/2016/get-proof--the-case-for-b2b-marketing-on-linkedin--infographic-
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/blog/linkedin-b2b-marketing/2016/get-proof--the-case-for-b2b-marketing-on-linkedin--infographic-
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/blog/linkedin-b2b-marketing/2016/get-proof--the-case-for-b2b-marketing-on-linkedin--infographic-
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/blog/linkedin-b2b-marketing/2016/get-proof--the-case-for-b2b-marketing-on-linkedin--infographic-
https://foundationinc.co/lab/b2b-marketing-linkedin-stats/
https://foundationinc.co/lab/b2b-marketing-linkedin-stats/


  

B2B marketers have recognised LinkedIn’s potential a long time ago, with 94% of them using LinkedIn 

to distribute content (LinkedIn), and 59% stating that they generate leads for their business from the 

social network. (DemandWave) LinkedIn also generates three times as many conversions compared to 

Facebook and Twitter. 

 

Source: foundationinc.co 

  

An astounding 80% of B2B leads generated from social media come from LinkedIn (Neil Patel), with 

65% of B2B companies stating that they have acquired a customer through the platform 

(Business2Community). 

  

If you are looking to generate B2B leads, it is clear that LinkedIn is the place to be. We are going to go 

over some of our favourite methods of generating leads on LinkedIn in this section, including various 

ways of connecting with decision-makers, developing thought leadership, and being active in group 

discussions. 

  

Cold connect 

  

The most commonly used strategy for generating leads on LinkedIn is the cold connect. The cold connect 

involves using LinkedIn search to find people who fit your target audience and then connecting with them 

with the intention of converting them into leads in the future. 

  

Cold connecting implies that you have no previous relationship with the people you are connecting with, 

which will make it harder to turn them into leads. This makes it crucial that you try to establish a 

https://business.linkedin.com/content/dam/me/business/en-us/marketing-solutions/cx/2017/pdfs/Sophisticated-Marketers-Guide-to-LinkedIn-v03.12.pdf
https://business.linkedin.com/content/dam/me/business/en-us/marketing-solutions/cx/2017/pdfs/Sophisticated-Marketers-Guide-to-LinkedIn-v03.12.pdf
https://business.linkedin.com/content/dam/me/business/en-us/marketing-solutions/cx/2017/pdfs/Sophisticated-Marketers-Guide-to-LinkedIn-v03.12.pdf
http://go.demandwave.com/rs/306-MLQ-910/images/2016-State-of-B2B-Digital-Marketing.pdf
http://go.demandwave.com/rs/306-MLQ-910/images/2016-State-of-B2B-Digital-Marketing.pdf
https://foundationinc.co/lab/b2b-marketing-linkedin-stats/
https://neilpatel.com/blog/linkedin-strategies-b2b-marketing/
https://neilpatel.com/blog/linkedin-strategies-b2b-marketing/
https://www.business2community.com/linkedin/linkedin-hashtags-now-bestfriends-01647927#xMZHCJS9lQZhx2a5.97
https://www.business2community.com/linkedin/linkedin-hashtags-now-bestfriends-01647927#xMZHCJS9lQZhx2a5.97


relationship with these individuals before trying to pitch them anything. Interact with them by 

commenting on their posts and perhaps sending them an introductory message. 

Warm connect 

  

An even better way to generate leads on LinkedIn is to utilise warm connections. This involves having 

mutual connections with your prospects and then asking one of these mutual connections to introduce 

you. 

  

Having a mutual connection introduce you to a prospect will allow you to build trust more easily and 

make prospects feel more comfortable interacting with you. 

Reconnect 

  

Apart from connecting with new prospects, you can also use LinkedIn to reconnect with old prospects and 

see if they might be in need of your products or services now. LinkedIn can be a great medium for 

nurturing the relationship you have with your prospects and leads, and you should strive to use it for that 

purpose regularly. 

Publish on Pulse 

  

LinkedIn Pulse is LinkedIn’s publishing platform which allows individuals and companies to post content 

and share it with their connections. Pulse is an excellent way to educate your audience and establish 

authority and thought leadership. 

  

You can use the articles you publish on Pulse to direct users to various offers and gated content on your 

website where you can collect their details and convert them into leads. 

Join groups 

  

Another way to generate leads from LinkedIn is to join LinkedIn groups related to your industry and 

participate in group discussions. Answer users’ questions, start discussions, and establish yourself as an 

expert. Being active in LinkedIn groups will provide your company with more exposure from curious 

users that will click through to your profile page to see what you do. 

  

Take the time to write in-depth, helpful comments in LinkedIn groups, and you will create a steady source 

of leads for your sales team. 

  

Use AI to generate leads with LinkedIn's Sales Navigator 

 

Artificial intelligence (AI) can be used to find prospects, recommend leads, or give your more 
information about your prospects or customers. It works best when combined with big data sets. 



 
By using information on different companies, as well as relationships between prospects and products, AI 
can help determine which people are most likely to become your customers.  
 
Furthermore, AI can be used to build sales models and provide predictions on accounts that are most 
likely to close, as well as give recommendations for the best course of action for your sales team. 
 
With the use of artifical intelligence, companies can streamline the process of contacting and engaging 
leads, as well as filter ldads based on a variety of criteria. 
 

LinkedIn’s Sales Navigator is an AI tool designed for prospecting. It allows you to find and engage with 
exactly the right prospects you need by using a set of filters. With Sales navigator, you can filter prospects 
based on location, industry, company size, and function, as well as use advanced filters and boolean 
search. 
 
After saving leads in Sales Navigator, the platform will automatically suggest new contacts to you, 
allowing you to build a pipeline effortlessly. 

Bringing it all together 

  

We have seen that social media networks are an amazing source of leads for all types of businesses. 

However, managing accounts and campaigns on multiple networks can get messy and overwhelming very 

quickly. This is where Zymplify can help. 

  

Our social marketing solution allows you to manage all your social accounts from one dashboard and 

gives you an overview of how your campaigns are performing so that you can understand if what you are 

doing is generating results. 

 



Email marketing 

  

Email marketing has proven to be the most effective form of marketing, generating $44 in revenue for 

every $1 spent (Campaign Monitor). It is also a very effective way of generating leads and moving them 

through the sales funnel. 

 

<<email-marketing-roi.png>> 

Source: jellymetrics.com 

  

Modern email marketing utilises automation and focuses on segmenting customers based on their 

behaviour and intent in order to provide them with the right content at the right time. 

  

Keys for successful email lead generation 

  

Before you start generating leads through email marketing, you will need the following: 

  

The right platform - Since most email marketing lead generation is automated, it is important to chose 

the right platform to drive lead generation. 

  

Set goals and metrics - It is crucial that you track primary and secondary metrics to be able to quantify 

and understand the results of your email lead generation campaigns 

  

https://www.campaignmonitor.com/blog/email-marketing/2018/10/45-fascinating-email-marketing-facts-for-2018/
https://www.campaignmonitor.com/blog/email-marketing/2018/10/45-fascinating-email-marketing-facts-for-2018/


A clean list - Your email list will be your main source for generating leads and customers, so you will 

need to take the time to regularly clean it and make sure to only keep subscribers that align with your 

buyer personas. 

  

Content - To be able to run effective email lead generation and nurturing campaigns, you will need 

quality, informative content that you can provide to your subscribers to gain their trust and gratitude. 

Segment your audience 

  

Segmentation involves dividing the prospects on your list into smaller segments so that you can sell to 

them more effectively.  Prospects can be segmented based on demographics, goals, challenges, or buying 

behaviour. 

  

Segmenting your email list will allow you to personalise your messaging for each specific prospect and 

increase the chances of converting them into leads and customers. 

Email marketing lead generation strategies 

  

In this section, we are going to go over the most popular methods of generating leads with email 

marketing while focusing on automated solutions. 

Offer informative newsletters 

  

The easiest and most common way of generating and nurturing leads with email marketing is offering 

informative newsletters. Create a weekly or monthly newsletter with valuable information relevant to 

your target audience. Do not fall into the trap of making the newsletters too self-promotional and 

annoying your subscribers but rather focus on providing real value. 

  

Make sure to send these newsletters regularly and on a predictable schedule. This will allow your 

company to stay top of mind and have a greater chance of converting a large part of your audience. 

  

Place newsletter signup forms on your website to be able to collect leads. Drive more exposure to your 

newsletter by promoting it on your social media channels. 

 



Source: kinsta.com 

Generate leads with cold email 

  

Cold email campaigns are some of the easiest and most affordable ways of generating new leads for your 

company. All you need to start a cold email campaign is a list of contacts, an email sequence, and email 

software to help you send your campaign. 

  

Finding prospects 

  

There are plenty of places you can find prospects for your cold email campaign. Business directories such 

as Clutch, Capterra, and AngelList are excellent sources for finding prospects. If you are selling products 

or services to local businesses, Yelp and Yellow Pages can be of great help. 

  

Depending on your industry, you might also want to look at specific industry websites, directories, and 

databases, as well as job boards and LinkedIn. 

  

Finding prospects’ contact details can be time-consuming so you should use tools such as Hunter.io and 

Clearbit Connect to speed up the whole process. 

  

Once you have gathered your prospects’ contact details, you can add these to Zymplify’s Contacts CRM 

and create hyper-segmented lists that will allow you to craft the perfect message that will convert 

prospects at an outstanding rate. 

  

https://clutch.co/
https://www.capterra.com/
https://angel.co/
https://www.yelp.com/
https://www.yellowpages.com/
https://hunter.io/
https://connect.clearbit.com/


Creating an outreach email 

  

Your next step will be to create an outreach email that you will be sending to prospects in order to try to 

convert them into leads. 

  

Focus on the subject line 

  

When it comes to writing an outreach email, the thing you will want to focus on is the subject line since it 

will be the first thing most prospects notice about your email.  The subject line of your outreach email 

needs to be compelling to entice prospects to open the email. It also needs to be fairly short and preferably 

personalised with the prospect’s first name or company name. 

  

Keep in mind the best practices outlined above and split test multiple subject lines until you find the one 

that performs the best. 

  

Personalise your emails 

  

Personalisation should also extend to the body of the email. Studies have shown that personalised email 

have higher open rates (Statista), click-through rates, and conversions (Campaign Monitor) so it’s crucial 

that you spend time gathering additional details on your prospects. 

  

You need to make prospects feel as if there is an actual person behind the email that cares about their 

problems and needs. Try to find shared interests or mutual connections that you can use to personalise 

your outreach emails for each individual prospect. 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/260678/e-mail-open-click-rates-personalization/
https://www.campaignmonitor.com/blog/email-marketing/2017/08/15-email-personalization-stats-might-surprise-you/
https://www.campaignmonitor.com/blog/email-marketing/2017/08/15-email-personalization-stats-might-surprise-you/


  

Zymplify can help you create highly-personalised, branded emails by using one of our provided templates 

or creating your own from scratch. 

  

  
Keep it short 

  

Most of your prospects will be busy and will not have the time to read very long emails. You will need to 

find a way to convey your main message and offer within four or five sentences. 

  

Make sure to include a call-to-action at the end of your email to let the prospect know exactly what they 

need to do to move the conversation forward. 

  

Split testing your emails 

  

You will need to split test different combinations of subject line, email body, and CTA to find the best-

performing outreach email and maximise your results. 

  

When testing different email variations, you will want to focus on the following metrics: 

  

● Open rate - The percentage of emails that were opened by your prospects. The subject line of 

your email will have the biggest impact on your open rate. 

  



● Click-through rate (CTR) - The total percentage of prospects that opened your email and clicked 

on the link you provided. If you are looking to improve your click-through rate, tweak your email 

copy until you get better results. 

  

● Reply rate - The percentage of prospects that replied to your outreach email. Improving your 

reply rate will most frequently involve testing out different CTAs. 

  

Following up 

  

Your prospects most likely have dozens of emails like yours in their inbox so it might be hard to get 

noticed at first. Busy prospects might have noticed your email but did not have the time to reply. This 

makes it crucial for you to send a follow-up email to check if the prospect is interested in your offer one 

more time. 

  

Remember to add new information with each follow-up you send and avoid repeating information you 

provided in previous emails as to not annoy your prospects. If the prospect never replies, do not send 

more than two follow-up emails. In the case you actually get a reply, keep following up until you make 

the sale.  

 

Remember, it can take 9 follow-up emails or more to close a sale. 

Drip campaigns 

  

Drip campaigns are automated email campaigns that are triggered by user behaviour. You can set up drip 

campaigns for any action visitors perform on your website, including: 

  

Signing up for a newsletter 

  

Once a user signs up for your newsletter, you can send them a welcome email explaining how they got on 

your list (in case they forgot), what kind of content they can expect from you, and how often. After 

sending out a welcome email, you can begin your drip campaign and send them a series of emails 

designed to influence them into taking a specific action. 

  

Downloading a lead magnet 

  

If a visitor has download one of your lead magnets, they are most likely already a bit deeper in the sales 

funnel. To convert these leads, you might want to set up a special drip campaign designed to probe their 

interests and goals and see if they are ready for a sales pitch. 

https://blog.close.com/follow-up
https://blog.close.com/follow-up


  

Filling out a contact form 

  

Visitors that have filled out a contact form on your website are already interested in using your products 

or services. To have the best chance of converting them, you should strive to get back to them as soon as 

possible.  

 

While your sales team cannot work 24/7, you can set up a drip campaign that will immediately engage 

these new leads until your sales team is ready to reach out to them. 

  

You can use drip campaigns to further segment and qualify prospects and leads while guiding them down 

the sales funnel and getting them ready for your sales team. 

  

Zymplify’s Automated Journeys solution allows you to set up drip campaigns based on a wide variety of 

triggers, including: 

  

● List triggers - activated once a lead is added to a list. 

● Time triggers - based on time or date. 

● Page triggers - activated once a lead visits a certain web page. 

● Pipeline triggers - activated when leads are added to a Zymplify pipeline. 

  

Using Automated Journeys allows your business to automatically nurture leads, driving them down the 

sales funnel without requiring any input from your team. This will save you time and allow you to focus 

on the most important thing - selling your product or service. 
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